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IM Essentials Text is based on the national core curriculum and written by clerkship directors to

cover all of the key content needed for students to get the most out of the clinical clerkship in

medicine. Organized by traditional subspecialty internal medicine topics, IM Essentials Text

contains more than 250 differential diagnosis tables and treatment algorithms, as well as over 150

color plates, imaging studies, and electrocardiograms to optimize your learning. IM Essentials Text

is part of the IM Essentials suite of study materials produced for students through a collaboration of

the American College of Physicians and the Clerkship Directors in Internal Medicine. Also available

is IM Essentials Questions, containing over 500 self-assessment questions. IM Essentials Text

includes FREE access to the online version of IM Essentials that combines the full content of both

IM Essentials Text and IM Essentials Questions, plus digital Flashcards. The interactive format

allows you to:  Work at your own pace using different devices Access more than 500 multiple-choice

questions with the ability to switch back-and-forth between questions and associated text content

Create custom quizzes to focus on the content you need to study the most Read critiques

explaining why each answer is correct or incorrect Review key point summaries for each question

Over 1000 Digital Flashcards to review key facts while preparing for the clerkship exam Compare

your progress to other IM Essentials users
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This is one of the most complete resources for the medicine shelf exam. If it is going to be tested on

the shelf, it will have been in this book. However, this book is a hard read as it is so detailed. If you

have a lot of dedicated study time (read as you don't procrastinate) then you'll enjoy this book. If you

are going to wait until the last week of your rotation to study, get case files.Also included is a code

for access to the full text and full set of questions on ACP's website. The format is perfect and the

questions are essential to your success on the medicine shelf. This included benefit makes this

book worth the purchase even if you don't read it entirely.

Solid resource for IM shelf (and FM shelf). Full of USPSTF recommendations, guidelines, and

treatment/diagnostic algorithms. Color plates in the back. Online access to 500+ questions, these

are the same as the IM essentials question book...

I bought this book because it came recommended by my school and wow I'm glad I did! Just

enough information but not too much. You won't drown in information and the chapters are do-able

during a rotation. The questions that come online are also very good and have pretty thorough

explanations. I also noticed that this book goes really well with step up to medicine.

3rd Year medical student here. This has been my favorite reference text for both internal medicine

and primary care rotations so far, and I'm sure I will continue to use it as I'm preparing for Step 2

CK. Concise chapters that present information in a clear manner on a wide variety of topics. Much

wordier than Step-Up to Medicine, but I actually prefer this text. The online flashcards are a bonus,

and online text helps for days when you don't have the textbook on hand. In my opinion, this is one

of the most important tools you can use to succeed on your 3rd year rotations.

just text text text, no pictures. but good topics covered for inpatient care. online question bank is

good for review. online q bank can be accessed on the mobile too.

One of my favorite text books. So thorough and since each chapter is only a couple of pages long it

doesn't seem so daunting to read (even though the print is tiny).

Very good text for an inpatient or outpatient medicine experience. I used it for IM and FM.

Appropriate level of knowledge for a student.



Overly wordy. On an IM rotation, being concise is key. My study time is very limited. If you have time

to read it, it does give nice summations. Step up to Medicine is my preferred text.
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